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A comparative review of two (Android) Flight Assistant apps
There is a huge range of flight assistant (apps) available for both android and iOS ranging from simple
loggers, to navigation assistants and those claiming to be full blown flight instruments. Fortunately, for
those of us at the lower end of the gliding spectrum, some of the best are free and well supported.
Probably the best known are XCsoar and LK8000, the latter resulting from a rather acrimonious spinoff
from xcsoar in 2009 and very similar in all but
the menu system. Lesser used by UK
pilots, but popular on the continent is
XCtrack and the less known, Flyme. For
iOS users there is the very good flyskyhy
and, if you wish to pay for it, apps such
Freeflight from Butterfly Avionics with its
various costed bolt-ons.
For the past three years I’ve been able to
select on launch whichever of the three
apps on my tablet (android) took my fancy
for the day. My options being XCsoar,
XCtrack or flyme. The latter is very good,
XCtrack, left and XCsoar side by side on Nexus 7’s.
but I soon found it limited in terms of the info’
fields it offered, the mapping and the ability to insert routes easily or in the detail I wanted. That isn’t
to say it’s a bad app and its development continues so could now be much improved. Its simplicity
may be preferred by some. Therefore, over the last few years I’ve concentrated on using XCsoar or
XCtrack. They sound like companion apps, but are in fact quite different and from completely separate
developers. The development for both is on-going, XCtrack after a break of two years is now
undertaken by two Czech pilots (Xcontest team).
I’m a great fan, in equal measure of both XCsoar and XCtrack. For most of the last two years I’ve used
XCsoar, preferring its easy , logical menu system, good mapping, clear airspace and very quick routing.
Slowly however, my preference has increasingly leaned towards XCtrack. This isn’t to say anything
against XCsoar and if I was asked to choose only one I would struggle.
A further point worth mentioning is that none of the expensive, dedicated flight instruments; Flytec,
Flymaster, Oudie, Skytrax etc, appear to offer the clear navigation features that the apps do. Great
varios, but the mapping, airspace and ease of routing seem rather a weakness. Their strength is
centred mostly around flight information (good vario, approved logging, viewability, low power usage,
reliability) and less on clear navigation. Conversely, apps lack a good responsive vario and although I
can BT my Skydrop, there’s little point – if you have a good vario, why BT the info to someplace else
draining yet more power. All apps suffers to some degree from poor readability in bright conditions

unless using an e ink display, which is better, but lose some of the functionality being greyscale. Not
all apps are equally poor, I find XCtrack a lot easier to see than XCsoar. Just in case anyone is using a
Compass instrument it may be worth mentioning that they seem to bridge the gap, but their
popularity is limited by reliability issues and questionable support. They are also VERY expensive at
over £1000! Hardly competes with freeware.
What follows is my personal view, putting XCsoar and XCtrack side by side to see how they measure
up. I realise XCsoar is well known and used, so I thought it may be useful to introduce the lesser used
XCtrack against it as they do essentially the same job.

SCREEN DESIGN (layout, features, clarity, colour functions - XCtrack (left), XCsoar (right)
XCtrack; like my Flymaster, is widget based. This, for me is a big plus, as I like the ability to design the
screens (yes, screens ….. as many as you like, but more than four just complicates matters). This
means a screen can have a
particular focus, it could be
the main map/airspace
screen, the task screen with
timings, the thermal
assistant, meteo screen, the
route screen, flight info’
screen or a combination of
whatever takes your fancy.
Every single widget is hugely
configurable from size and
position to units and display
options. By comparison
XCsoar is essentially single
screen where you choose
Mapping and airspace – XCsoar (right)
field layouts and subject from the options. It still works OK, but on say, a smaller mobile phone screen
it gets increasingly cluttered the more fields you add although various screen swipe (gestures) can
allow flicking between full map/map plus info’, zoom, thermal assistant.
Mapping – this is greyscale on XCtrack, but is more detailed with contours added.On XCsoar it is
coloured with a wide range of colour and shade options to choose from. Airspace is clear on both, but
the addition of clip height and colour (line
or fill) on XCsoar makes it great for
distinguishing an ATZ from MATZ, D area
or other airspace types (See above). On
balance, it’s hard to say which is the
better, but I’d go with XCsoar as the
airspace updates are more regular. Both
draw a full colour by vario value snailtrail
on the map, but XCtrack wins with its
XCtrack – sample layout tin inverse black
theme showing map,airspace, info boxes and
thermal assistant screen.

clear, sharper clarity in overlaying the map and better detail on zoom.
Colour abounds on XCsoar from mapping tones to the previously mentioned airspace types – change
them as you wish. Other colour features include cylinders that change from red to green as achieved,
glide and vario values that go green when positive, the vario snail trail, again reds and greens, plus a
host of other things as you dig deeper. The colour features are one of the big things I missed using e
ink screens as the app really comes alive with colour and the clarity of extra information. There is
however a price to pay as it probably drains power …… a lot of use has shown I get about 16 – 18%
power use /hour (in other words about 5 hrs from a fully charged tablet).
The colour features are more limited on XCtrack and only used for the essentials like cylinder colours,
airspace, glide, vario and snail trail. Routing is a lot clearer as a result and includes an overlay triangle
projection (flat and FAI) and optimisation that can be set for any number of turnpoints or scoring
multipliers. You always know how you’re doing. Again, and probably due to the greyscale mapping ,
the power drain reduces to around 12- 14%, so XCtrack wins on the power stakes.

ROUTING (task insertion, task information,
Routing is a doddle on XCsoar ……. nothing could be faster, unlike my slow, cumbersome Flymaster. It
can also hold stored routes with can be loaded instantly. It’s fairly Oudie-like in this respect, but I don’t
know if the Oudie holds a file of stored routes. Where XCtrack comes out on top is that not only is it
fast, but it handles all types of task, where XCsoar for whatever reason doesn’t do entry cylinders as
start without a pre-exit being prescribed. Once entered, the route and progress is simply clearer on
XCtrack as cylinders change colour and progress notes are added alongside the snailtrail showing wind
changes and distances. It can be as detailed as you set it to be and is a very professional system with
coned goal cylinders planned. If you’re able to check out the routing system of both apps you’ll soon
see the difference and which suits you best. Both score highly, but for me XCtrack just goes that step
further. Both accept routes and multiple waypoint sets from xcplanner which can be stored and
brought up as required in any of the common file formats.

MENU NAVIGATION
This matters to me. I love technology, but I’m no fan of anything complex and get quickly frustrated by
anything more complicated than it need
be. Years ago I tried LK8000 which was all
the rage then, for whatever reason I
couldn’t make much sense of it ……… odd,
because it’s very similar to XCsoar which I
took to instantly and find very easy to
navigate. How well you take to a piece of
software however is fairly subjective, and I
know a few who have struggled with
XCsoar. XCtrack I find equally
straightforward, if very different in its
menu structure. However, it shouldn’t
pose too many problems for people; an
introduction to the basics helps. Being

XCtrack main menu and thermal assistant sub menu

widget based means that each field has various sub menu’s that allow them to be tailored precisely to
your wishes. The simple act of designing screens in infinite ways is fun in itself. I have no particular
preference in terms of ease of navigation, but once set up XCsoar has one big, frustrating niggle that
XCtrack doesn’t. Should you (or something) touch the screen inadvertently, especially during take off,
it’s very prone to popping up info’ boxes. In other words the screen is very touch sensitive. By
contrast, XCtrack screens are ‘set’, with only a very definite swipe used to move between screens.
When bobbing about in the air it’s certainly a more stable app to be working with.
What else? Other features (FLARM, connectivity, mapping, sounds, alarms)
Because XCsoar essentially came from the gliding world, it includes features which reflect that, the
main one being FLARM (Flight Alarm). Whether this has the same relevance to paragliding is
questionable. XCtrack does not have the FLARM facility as its roots are in paragliding.
Live tracking as an option is available only on XCsoar via L24 and Skylines ….. no big deal if you use
other means, either vario unit,
phone or a dedicated tracker.
However, with XCsoar you will
need to run it on a device with
an SD card slot and connection.
Both apps will store your flights
and their respective igc files are
just becoming acceptable for
the xcleague. XCsoar will allow
a basic replay of your flights,
XCtrack won’t, but will do basic
flight analytics.
XCtrack - alongside Skydrop beating along Wether Fell, with triangle and
turnpoint optimisation running (green/brown boxes to left of compass).

For each app maps are downloaded for all areas of the world, not all areas show the same detail
however. Within XCsoar you have the ability to not only play with map colours and shading but just
have terrain, topographical, airspace …… all any or none. I found having terrain ‘on’ using e readers
made the screen messy and it’s often left ‘off’. For different reasons leaving it off on phone or tablet
can improve readability and improve power drain. With XCtrack there are two themes, black or white,
essentially inverse. For a long time I used the black theme as it looked cool on the ground, but in the
air the white theme proves the far more readable.
Because I have the excellent Skydrop, I am able to BT to both apps. The connectivity to XCtrack is fast
and simple ….. for whatever reason
it seems more of a faff to XCsoar.
Once connected both provide a
good vario function, but already a
Flymaster alongside there seems
little point. That’s not to say that
some may not be very happy to
Kobo in landscape mode , showing the eight fields
option – each field configurable in XCsoar.

simply use a phone/tablet and either xctracer or Skydrop BT’s as their only flying instruments.
Sounds! Aside from the vario you may hate them, or love them. I will admit to turning off the
airspace alarms on my Flymaster as they freaked me and I prefer visual. Both apps have sounds for
most things, but XCtrack is altogether sweeter on the ear. Both also support a sound notification with
a confirmation message which XCtrack extends to amber and red warnings for airspace.
Hardware (what you choose to run it on.)
I started out with a Kobo (£150 from a ‘professional ‘builder). It arrived broken and failed within a
month. I bought two more and added the gps module – again one kept freezing whilst the other I felt
didn’t do justice to XCsoar in greyscale, also being so slow and with lots of ghosting didn’t help. At the
moment I believe some have made it possible to port XCtrack onto it …. this may work, or at least look
better on it. Some are very happy with their Kobo, but being a flight instrument reliability must be a
key factor and I guess I’ve had poor experiences that under-mined my trust in it. I don’t want that sort
of niggle whilst flying. There is also a question hanging over the continuance of the Kobo, but this may
actually help e ink readers improve as newer models emerge.
------------I’ve run all my flight apps on the same Nexus 7 (£45) for the past 2 yrs. Essentially, I have it set up as a
dedicated flight instrument with apps for flight, retrieve, weather , gpsdump etc. It’s proved cheap,
very reliable and so multifunctional, but ………… it could be smaller, at 7” it’s rather large. I’m currently
looking at the dual screen Yota2 which sits somewhere
Summary
between my mobile and my tablet in size and offers both
colour and greyscale screens on either face. I do have both
Both apps are great navigation
apps and more on my phone, but never use them. I always
tools, which display mapping,
have a dread of finding myself in the back of beyond with a
airspace and routes with excellent
dead phone.
clarity depending on what you
I don’t think what you choose to run your app on matters
too much. However, what you do go with should be reliable,
make full use of the features and have a decent battery life.
I wouldn’t recommend it as your sole instrument for
navigation, given the complex airspace in the UK.

choose to run them on. The vario
feature is best ignored on both.
Both have an easy to use menu
system with lots of scope to tailor
to your specific likes.

Whilst writing this I appreciate that XCsoar is very familiar to
many pilots, so I apologise for telling you what you already
know. My intention was simply to introduce the lesser used
XCtrack and make some comparisons. I began my ‘app
journey’ two and a half years ago as a sceptic, moved to
agnostic, but now I’m a great fan and would hate to be
without ………….. one or the other.

Very little to choose between them,
but XCctrack with a lower power
requirement, slightly better
mapping, more comprehensive
route/task options and freedom to
design screens just shades it (for
me).

A nice choice to have.

Reference links
www.xctrack.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBbOwAetulQ (xctrack tutorial – current version has menu at top)
https://www.xcsoar.org

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EICTI7pLfkQ (Inserting routes into xcsoar video)
Lots of info and discussion on pgforum and elsewhere.

